Abstract. Multiple Unmanned Underwater Vehicle Is a typical combinatorial optimization problem, to achieve multiple AUV, coordinated , collaborative tasks to complete complex jobs subsea. Through analyzing the ant colony optimization algorithm, the paper proposed An Meta-heuristic ant colony optimization algorithm the Implementation to solve the multi AUVs to achieve the task allocation problem, and had simulation test based on the consolidated analyze the advantages of multiple unmanned underwater vehicle .results show that the ant colony optimization algorithms in solving multi-task allocation problem of multiple unmanned underwater vehicle showed a good performance.
Introduction
Due to the complex subsea operating environment , many undersea target in the form of discrete distributed in different regions , a single AUV (Autonomous underwater vehicle, AUV) moving away from the target due to the angle , speed , travel distance and other factors limit , Difficult to accomplish alone complex underwater target search task. So take advantage of multi-AUV system (Multi-Autonomous underwater vehicle system, AUVs) synergistic complex task allocation, Become one of the multiple AUVs key research direction. Zhu Da qi et al proposed based on selforganizing map (SOM) neural network multi-AUV multi-objective allocation strategy [1] . Sophie, who proposed the division of the mechanism based on ant colony algorithm for non-human-machine cooperative multitasking assignment solved [2] . Chen Jing, who for parallel and distributed systems of the same type machine scheduling problem, an improved ant colony algorithm [3] . Italian scholar Dorigo proposed the basic model (Ant Colony Optimization, ACO) ant colony algorithm in 1992 It is a search for the most optimal path of probabilistic algorithms in the figure [4] . Ant colony algorithm uses a distributed parallel computer system, has strong robustness. Assignment ant colony behavior is one of the more significant features, ants can be divided in the breeding, foraging, nesting, such as different individuals, these individuals reasonable task allocation in the absence of any information to guide case . Features dynamic equilibrium exists in the scientific process to solve the task allocation for ant colony algorithm, Presents a meta-heuristic ant colony optimization algorithm to solve the problem of multi-tasking AUVs implementation method, the experimental results show that this method has good performance. So study the application of ant colony algorithm to solve multiple AUVs cooperative task assignment has a very important practical significance and promotional value. 
Q represents the elapsed between pheromone strength ( , ) i j k -ant t and 1 t + time . Of formula (1) is the overall use of the information , and the formula (2) and (3) using the local information .
Multi-tasking AUVs

Generalized Assignment
Generalized Assignment Problem, GAP， That is, a collection of tasks i(i ) I ∈ Agent assigned to a collection ( ) j j J ∈ Execution is completed . Assigned goal is to find the cheapest price consuming task allocation scheme. When the task set i Is assigned to agent j ， ij y A value of 1，else ij y The value of 0. constraint equation (5) indicates that agent with limited energy . Equation (6) (7) indicates that a task can be assigned to an agent to complete, and each task can not be performed by more than one agent. In multiple AUVs in many complex tasks require multiple AUV synergy to complete. Collaborative planning task allocation algorithm can undertake the task to complete decomposition and allocation for tasks require collaborative execution, the task can be broken down into several sub-tasks, and according to the agreement AUV developed jointly with other implementation plans [7] [8] [9] . Comparison of experimental results prove that the use of meta-heuristic ant colony optimization algorithm for solving multi-tasking aspect AUVs , solving performance than the basic ant colony algorithm has higher stability. 
Experimental results and analysis
Conclusions
Thesis on meta-heuristic ant colony optimization algorithm and task allocation model was to describe the system, ant colony optimization algorithm is applied to multi-task allocation problem of underwater robots, through the comprehensive advantages of multi-tasking AUVs analysis, we propose a use ACO meta-heuristic methods to solve the multi-AUVs cooperative task assignment, and has good scalability and application of simulation experiments to validate the method.
